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Introduction

Imagine visiting a large goup of islands and exploring each of them thor-
oughly. You leam how to find your way around each, yet you lack a com-
plete understanding of the overall topography of the islands because you
have no idea of the relations among them. You do not kno$ how they were
shaped into an archipelago. Indeed, you do not even know whether you
have visited them all. When I tell you that the names of these islands ate
"Induction," "Deduction," "Problem solving," and so on, you will realize
that I have in mind your predicament as a diligent reader of this book. Each
of its chapters is a guide to some domain of thought, but there has so far
been no account of the relations amoog tbese domains. Hence, you may
wonder how many sorts of thinking there are and how they are rclated to
one another.

To answer these questions it is helpful to bear in mind the distinction
between the function of thinking and the underlying procedures that it relies
on. The late David Marr (1982) referred to this distinction as one betweeo
the computational level (what the mind is doing) and the algorithmic level
(iow it is doing it). Many of the chapters in this book have described thought
processes at the algorithmic level. My task in this final chapter is to establish
the outlines of a taxonomy that will belp you to fit the domains of thought
into a single framework - a single map of the mind. To establish this taxon-
omy, I shall be concerned mainly with what the mind accomplishes at the
computational level.

Thinking wirhout 3 goal

The ability to think is crucial to human life, but it is difficult to study be-
cause we are not aware of how we do it. We caD observ€ only its conse-
quences in our conscious thoughts, in our behavior, and in our sp€ech. h
also occurc in such dazzling varieties that some cognilive scientists despair of
oul ever understanding it completely (see, e.9., Fodor, 1983). There is, at
one extreme, the free flow of ideas in daydreams. James Joyce r€-created
this variety of thought in the final pages of his great novel UryJJ€s. Molly
Bloom, the wife of the novel's protagonist, lies in b€d ihinkilg abo'rt her
husband:

Yes because i:\ever did a thing like that before as ask 10 get his breakiast in bed
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with a couple of eggs since the Ciry,4rm hotel when he used ro bc pretending to be
laid up with a sick voicc doing his highness to make hinself intercstiD8 to that old
faggot Mrs RiordaD lhat he thoughl he had a grcar leg of and she never Ieft us s
fanhing ali for masses for hers€lf and her soul grealest Discr evcr was actually aftaid
to lay out 4d for her beihylatcd spidl telling me a[ her ailment! shc had too much
old chat in her about politics and eanhquakcs and the end of the world ler us have a
b i t o f t u n f i 6 l . . .

Joyce chose not to puoctuate Molly Bloom's soliloquy, perhaps to catch its
fleeting, inchoate nature, but if you r€ad it aloud, it makes excellent sense.
The process g€nerating such a daydream is rapid, involuntary, and, apart
from its results, outside conscious awareness. You recall an episode, "sh€

never left us a farthing [in her will]," and the memory triggers a judgment:
"greatest miser ever," which, in tum, reminds you of something else: "was

actually afraid to iay out 4d for her methylated spirit," and so on and on.
William James (1890), who may well have influenced Joyce's writidg, lik-

ened the stream of conscipdi;ess to the trajectory of a bird a sequence of
altemating flights and peichings. Dreams depend on the same sort of think'
ing, but their narratjve is ofteo compelling (see Cerrig's remarks on narra-
tive structure in Chapter 9). Indeed, more than one short story has been
dreamed in its entirety (Brook, 1983). Perhaps the most important feature
of this sort of thinking is that it has no goal. It is not directed toward solving
any problem or reaching any conclusion.

There is a long tradition in psychology ftom Aristotle onward of explain-
ing the flighi of ideas in terms of associations: One thought triggers another
in a chain of linked ideas, which often affect our €motions. A classic study
of associations was carried out by the nineteenth-century English scientist
Francis Galton (1883). He compiled lists of words, which he put away in a
desk drawer and forgot. Later, he went through the list, making free associ-
ations to each word; that is, he read a word and responded with the first
word that it called to mind. Som€times his responses shocked bim so much
that in his repon of the study he passed briefly over them, saying only that
they revealed the otherwise "hiddeD plumbing" of rhe mind. (Molly Bloom
was not so easily shocked.) In another classic study of ftee association, Carl
Jung (1919) observed that it takes longer to respond to emotionally laden
words than to emotionally neutral words. He was thereby able to unmask a
thief from her slow responses to words relating to the details of the crime.

Goalless thinking is evidently important to our emotional lives, but it is
also imponant theoretically because it illustrat€s a particular mechanism of
thought. The traditional tbeory held that one thougbt A elicits another
thought B becaus€ the two have somehow become linked, or associated, in
memory. Of course, there may be associated with thoughr A a number of
altemative thoughts, B, C, D, and so on, and the strength of the links may
vary. Which thought emerges on aDy particular occasion, according to this
theory, is a matter of chance, though it is biased according ro rhe strength of
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the associations. The difliculty with this theory is that it is hard to imagine
that all the links in the flight of ideas havc been forged already. It nay never
have occured to Molly Bloom before that Mrs. Riordan was "the greatest
miser ever." Indeed, she may uever have previously caled to mind thar
Mrs. fuordan left her nothing in he. will. There is always a first tirne for a
memory to be rec-alled, aDd th€re is always a first time for a particular judg-
meot to be mad€. Conversely, if the flight of ideas always depended on
preexisting links, it would n€ver lead to any novel tlloughts. The notioD of
preformed links is perhaps feasible for associations between individual words
(although even here it ruDs into difriculties; see Johnson-Laird, Herrmann,
& Chatfin, 1984), but it is not feasible as a general account of the flight of
ideas. I will retum to the problem of creativity later. For the time being, lhe
point to bear in mind is that thinking in certain circumstaoces may lack a
goal; it may appear to be outside voluntary control and to have no particular
destination. [t throws up ideas that are rclated to one another but that, like
cloudsr have no overall structure.

Crlculrtior rnd the "p.oblem sprce"

Perbaps the antithesis of the flight of ideas is the thinking that occurs in
mental arithmetic. lf I ask you, "What is twenty times thineen?" you d€lib,
emte in an explicit, voluntary, and consciously controlled way. You may say
to you$elf, for instance, "Two times thirteen is twenty+ix" and .,Ten times
twenty-six is two hundred and sixty." You are not aware of the way you
retrieve these arithmetical facts, and you are not awar€ of the way they are
represented in your mind. You just happen to know them and can recall
them as you need them. Likewise, your plan for dealing with the problem
derives from a knowledge of how to multiply by 10, and it comes to mind
almost without thought (see/also the discussion of mental arithmetic in
Chapters 10 and 14). Althy'ugh some of the ptoc€sses occut outside con,
sciousness, you are nevertheless totally aware of the overall plan that you
are followiog. You can choose how to do the calculatioo (or whether or not
to carry it out at all), but once you have chosen a plan, you have no freedom
about what to do to obtain the right answer. Your thinking has a singte pre-
cise starti[g point, a single precise goal, and it unwinds like clockwork.

There was a time when psychologists believed that all behavior was con-
trolled by external events. Karl Lashley (1951) poinred out that rhis hy!,oth-
esis couid not explain the rapid execution of skills, such as mental arirhme-
tic, which ca for an intemal hierarchical organizarion. George Miller,
Eugene Galanter, aod Ka Pribram called tbese organizations ,,plans,,' and
the publication of their book PlaN and the Snucture of Beharior (1960)
sealed the demis€ of b€baviorism. They defined a plan as ..any hi€rarchical
process in the organism that can control the order in which a sequence of
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operations is to be performed," and they demonstrated convincingly that
plaDning is a maior part of thought.

Allen Newell and Herbert Simon (1972), who pioneered the computa-
tional analysis of probl€m solving, provided a unifying framework for plan-
ning and thinking, which Lesgold has described in Chapter 7. In all cases of
a probfem, there h arta ing point - the hitialctrnditions - and asetofmen-
tal opelatioru that must be carried out in an appropriate way so as to reach a

8oal - the solution to the problem. There is a "space" of all possible se-
quences of operations, and what has to be *orked out is a sequence, if there
is one, that forms a rout€ through the space from initial state to goal:

state 1+ slate 2+ . . . +goal

A successful plan geneiates a route that solves the problem,
Not all thinking depends on a goal, but the bulk of it does, and much

of the taxonomy of though! can be based on charactedstics of the problem
space. Thus, mental arithmetic is deterministic; that is, at each point, tbe
next step in the calculation is determined wholly by its current state. There
is only one route through the problem space from one state to the oext, and
your knowledge enables you to follow it with little difficulty.

Nondelerminism

Perhaps most thinking lies between the two extremes of daydreaming and
calculating - between the clouds and the clocks of the mind. Unlike a day-
dream it has a goal and thus a global structure, and unlike a calculation it
does not unwind in a strictty determined way. When you are trying to solve
the missionaries and cannibals probl€m (se€ Chapter 7), fot examPle, you
do not have a "sure-fire" procedure, like a prccedure for multiplication.
Different peopl€ tackle the problem in different ways; you yourself, if you
could step backward in time and make anothei attempt in iSnorance of the
first, mighl take a different path. Nothing constrains you to one inevitable
choic€ at each step in the problem space. Your choice is not deterministic.

In computational theory, a device that cat ield different outcomes ftom
rhe same input and internal state is known as "nondeterministic" (see Hop-
croft & Ullman, 1979). lmagine, for instance, a computational device that
generates sentences according to the grammar of English. According to one
rule of English syntax, a verb phnse can consist of a transitive verb follorved
by a noun phmse, as in the sentence "John told a joke." According to an-
other rule, a verb phrase can consist solely of aD intransitive verb, as in the
sentence "Mary laughed." which rule should be used to produce a sen-
tence? A device that followed some principle in making the choice would be
deterministic; one ahat followed no plinciple would be nondeterministic.
Real computers are delerministic, but tbey can easily be made to simulate
nondeterministic behavior.

A tnxonomy ol thinkinS
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There are djferent ways to interpret nondeterminism. lf you are trying to
solve the missioDaries and cannibals problem for the fust time, theo at maoy
points iD the problem space there will be several possible moves that could
be made. Sometimes you may be guided by a hunch or an intuition or some
midscule aspect of your environment, iD which case your choice wil have
been determined by som€ principle even thoug.h you may not have been
aware of it. A causal explanation of how the choice was determined by, say,
some fleeting memory of another puzzle would amount to a deteministic
theory, but at pr€sent we have no such explanation, Hence, according to
this int€rpretation, your thinkiDg ir deterministic, but our ignorance forc€s
us to treat it as nondeterministic. On other occasions, however, you may
make a purely arbitrary choice. Experiments have shown that people do not
perform in a truly random way (e.9., Baddeley, 1966), but it does not follow
that they have no machinery for making arbitrary choices. Indeed, the ex-
perirnental results suggest that people can make arbilrary choices by means
that are not available to introspection. The method is the mental equivalent
of spinoing a coin, albeit one that is biased and that does not yield indepen-
dent results from one spin to the next. Still another interpretation of oon-
determinism is that your choice depends on the state of your brain, your
brain is a physical device assembled out offundamental panicl€s, and funda-
mental particles behave according to the indeterminacy of quantum mechan-
ics. This last interpretation s€ems to be ruled out by the poor performance
of people in tasks that call for random behavior. Tbe other interpretations,
however, seem plausible: There may be occasions when nondeterminism is a
label for our ignorance and other occasions when it characterizes an arbi-
rary cnolce,

TlTes of sesrch i[ tbe problem sp\ce

Thinking without a goal wanders ?tound a hypoth€lical problem space de-
6ned by the set of possibl€ mental operations that move from one thought
to another. The traditional probabilistic account of associations assumes, in
effect, that the mechanism is nondeterministic. The choice of the next step
in the probl€In space is not completely det€rmined by psychological factors.
Any sort of thought directed toward a goal calls for a sequence of choices
that leads from the initial state to the goal. Sometimes the goal is precis€,
and sometimes you have a procedure that enables you to proceed io the
right direciion without ever erring; that is, you have a successful determinis,
tic plan. Sometimes, however, the task of finding your way to the solurion
may be diffcult. Here, in theory, you could explore a single route at a time
in a "depth-first" search, just as you do in trying to 6nd a way through a
maze. When you come to a choice of routes, you select one on the basis of
whatever means are at your disposal. ln trying to solve a problem, you
might choose from your assessment of fte potential values of the altema-
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tives. Of course, if you had an absolutely certaitr method of assessing thesc

values. there *ould be no difiiculty: You would choose the best oPtion at
each point and thereby arrive al the destination \lithout ev€r exPloring any
blind alleys. Your search would be govemed by a d€terministic plan.

Many problems, alas, are like lhe Hampton Court maze. You are forced
to make a choice with only an uncertain guide to the valu€ of any altema-
tive. You must therefore simulate a nondetefininistic procedure that would
always yield t}le conect choice. "Solving a problem nondelerministically" is
in these circumstances just a fancy way of saying "solving a problem by
magic." A less magical simulation of nondeterminism is to proceed through
the maze unlil you reach eithet the goal or a dead end. In the latter case,
you can go back to the last point of choice and try a differeDt tack. lf you
exhaust all the options at this point to no avail, you can go back another
step, and so on. If you exhaust all possibilities at all choice points, the prob-
lem is insoluble. This procedure of working back through the choice points
is czlled backtackinS. Anyone who uses it must be as prudent as Theseus,
who unwound a ball of thread given to him by Ariadne as he made his way
into the Minotaur's labyrinth so that he could be sure of retracing his steps.
It is also important to keep a record of each choice made at each choice
point. "Those who know no history," it is said, "are doomed to rePeat its
mistakes." lt is the same with simple backtracking, because it fails lo take
into account the /edro, that a particular choice failed. If you pick up a red
ho! poker with one hand, backtracking would lead you to try lhe other
hand.

Another method of simulaling nondeterminism is to pursue all possible
routes in parallel. You sla at the initial state, apply all feasible mental
operations to it to yield a s€t of altenative second states, and then do the
same to €ach of these states, and so on. Sooner or later, this so-called
breadth-firsl search leads to the goal if there is at least one route to it.

There are still other methods of search, such as means-ends analysis,
which the reader will find described in Chapter 7. Bul any plan for searching
for a rcute may run inlo insuperable difficulties. The logician Alonzo
Church (1936) proved that there can be no procedute that is guaranteed to
derermine thc status of an argument in the predicate calculus of formal logic

Gee Chapter 5). If an argument in this calculus has a proof, there are proce-
dures that are guaranleed to find the proof. But if an argument bas no
proot, there can be no procedure guaranteed to reveal this fact: ADy proce-
dure may get lost in the problem spac€ of possibilities, wandering atound for
an eternity. Computer programs for proving theorems are accordingly de-
signed to minimize th€ time taken to search for a route that constitutes a
proof, because as they grind away there is no way of knowing whether they
will ultimately yield a decision or go on computing forever. If a problem is
equivalent to an argument in the predicate calculus, there is never any guar-
antee that one can discover that it is insoluble-
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EveD in domains that have a guaranteed search procedure, thc number of
routes to be explored will grow exponentially with each step of the search if
there is more than one possible operation at each point. As in the game of
chess, it will soon cease to be p.acticabl€ to explore all possible roules.
Hence, no matter what p.ocedure is used, problems for wbich there is no
deterministic procedure alnost always require constmints of some sort to
keep tbe search to a manageable size. Very often, the mark of an expert is
precisely the ability to explore only fruitful paths. The expe has a knowl-
edge of a domain - often a tacit knowledge - that constnins tbe search pro-
cess (see Chapter 7).

So far, I have discussed the ways of findiDg a path in the problem space
ftom the initial state to the goal, but I have said little about the mental
operations that lead from one state to the next. The nature of these opera-
tions is, as we shall see, a major factor in distinguishing one sort of thinking
ftom another.

Semanlic inlomrtion snd deductiotr

Consider the following passage in a newspaper:

The victim was slabbed to deatb in a cineha- The suspccl wa! on an crDress rrain to
EdiDburgh wh€n the murdcr o.curred.

You would probably conclude that the susp€ct was innocent. This example
illustrates a number of pbenomena that are typical of everyday reasoning.

First, the inference leads from several verbally expressed propositions to a
single verbally expressible conclusion. Even when inferences arc based on
thoughts rather than words, these thoughts, as Rips argues in Chapter 5, are
typically beliefs, that is, entities that may be true or fahe.

S€cond, your infercnce depends both on your understanding of the prem-
ises and on your general knowledge. You know, for example, that one penon
cannot be in two places at the same time and that there are no cinemas on
express trains to Edinburgh. You use this knowledge to forge links in the
inferential chain so rapidly and automatically that you are hardly aware of
them. They play an important part in your comprehension of discourse and
in your comprehensioo of events in the world. Cognitive scientists have pro-
pos€d a vari€ty of theories about the representation of kno*ledge in sche,
mata, scripts, and other such structures (se€ Chapter 9).

Third, you drew an inlormative coDclusion. The concept ofsemantic infor-
mativeness is important, particularly because i! has often been ov€rlooked
by students of reasoning. Philosophers define semantic information in terms
of the possible situatioos that a proposition eliminates from consideration.
The more situations that a proposition eliminates, the more iniormation it
contains (see Bar-Hilel & Carnap, 1952; Jobnson-Laid, 1983, chap. 2). For
example, the assertion "It is freezing but ther€ is no fog" excludes more
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situations tha0 the assertioo "It is freezing," because the former rules out

the prcsence of fog, whereas the latter leaves the possibility open.

Whenever thinking leads from one state to another iD a ptoblem sPace'

one can ask, Does the second state (the conclusion) contaiD more semanlic

hformation that the first state (the premises)? More precisely, does th€ con_

clusion rule out some additional situations over and above those ruled out

by the premises? lf not, the conclusion is a valid deduction. But if il does

rule oui some additional state of affairs, it is not a valid deduction This

definition is equivalent to Rips's definition: A valid deduction has a conclu-

sion tbat is true in any stat€ of affairs in which the premises are true. But the

conc€Dt of semantic information, as we shall see, has some additional us€s'

Th; reader should note lhat literally an infinite number of valid conclu-

sions follow from any set of Premises Most of them are lotally trivial. Con'

sider the following infe.ence:

Ir is lreetne.
Therefore, ir is rreezing or n is foggy (or both).

It is deductively valid, but no sensible Pe$on would draw such a conclusion

spontaneously. The conclusion contains lets semantic information than the

premises, and even when people reason validly, they do not throw semantic

information away for no good reasoD. lt follows that they must be guided by

at least some principle altogether ouhide logic, because logic sanctions any

valid inference including one witb a conclusioo containing less information

than its premises. This consideration, of cours€, rules out any theory that

bases all reasoning on logic aloDe, for examPle, the tbeory proPosed by

lnhelder and Piaget (1958)
There is a further observation to be made about your inference concem-

ing the stabbing: It is not valid. The conclusion that the susPect is innocent,

although plausible, is not necessarily true. Indeed, if you were challenged

about it, you would test its validily. When Tony Anderson and I questioned

our subjects about such conclusions in some unpublished experiments' they

searched for ahernatives and often prcduced scenarios in which the suspect

is guilty. For example, he may have bad an accomPlice, he may have used a

springloaded knife or a radio-controlled robot, or he may have used a post-

hypnotic suggestion that the suspect stab himself during a certain climactic

scene in the movie.
Deductive inference should depend on m€ntal operations that do Dot in-

crease semantic inJolmation. For a long time these oPerations were assllmed

to be based on the formal rules of inference of a logical calculus But as Rips

desuibes in Chapter 5, there are some problems for this doctrine' notably

that the conlent of premises can exert a marked effect on what inference is

drawn. Likewise, as Holyoak and Nisbett observe in Chapter 3' the failure

of a lengahy cou.se on logic to improve inferential performance casts further

doubi on purely formal theories.

Another school of cognitive scientists favors rules containing specific
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knowledse. Such syllems have beeo develoPed in computer programs-tnal

function-as 
'expen syslems (hJl is programs thal captule aspecls oI nu

r""_.*."it. and rtlat enable lhe user of the Proglam to oblain advice

,i.riti"ft .",.* a5 medical diagnosis the molecular stmcture of com'

""""ii], trt" p-p- place lo dri-llfor oil The Progtams rely oo condidonal

lr-r"r *i,tt tp..ifr" "o"Ln$ that have been exlracled by interrogatioo of hu-

mao expen;. Although current expert systems differ strikiDgly ftom human

"m."t'- ftua"na, f-.xamPle. are ratber better at making excuses for their

rn'stuke., ther" ar" psy"hologists who propose thal (he mind contains content-

';;"tfi" ;1". of ini"ien"" in ttt" fo'rn of production svstems (as outlined

i; Chapter 7). The conjecture exPlains the effects of content oo reasorung'

iut it J"onot'b" u "otplete exPlanation of human reasoning lt provides no

machinery for general deductive ability lt swings too far away from formal

' 
wh^t *e need is lhe best ot both worlds: general inferen(ial dbility cou-

Dled with sensitivity to content. Another scbool of thought, whicb Rips de-

lcribes, aims to m;et this requirement lts adherents argue that deductive

reasoning depends on three Processes: (a) imagining the state of atfairs de'

scribed b;y th; premises, (b) using this "mental model" to formulate a con-

"lusion oioot something that was oot exPlicit in the Premises' and (c) at'

i".otine ,o ,..t ttt. u"tiAiry of lhe conclusion by searching for an ahernalive

rnoda o-t ,tt. premises in wbich it is false (see Johnson'Laird 198l) The

Drocess of co;sfucting a model based on the Premises takes into account

lnv reteuunr e.nerat knowledgei and the Process of searching for akernative

.Joets ls affe"ct.a uy rtre apparent lrulh or falsity of the Premises Allhough

ti"r" i. "tia"n"" tuiporting both these hyPotheses' I will say oo more about

iie oosslute mech;sms of aear:ction The fundamental rssue is whelher

(hev are, in essence syntadic maniPulations of strings of uninlerpretecl sym-

bols or semantic manipulations of mental representations of situations .An
analoeous issue has arisen over language and thought As Glucksberg Pornls

"r,-if Cft"o,"t 8, it is now generally accepted that there can be thought

without lan;uage. To most psychologists, in contrast' the controve$y about

deductive riasoning is a long way ftom beirg settled

lnduction

The discovery of penicillin began with a single observation Sir Alexandet

Fleming noticed that areas of bacteria had been destroyed on a culture plate

that haA been sitting on his desk for a couple of weeks ln fact, a chain of

coincidences had led to their destruction "Cbance"' Pasteur h suPposed to

have said, "favors the prepared mind " Fleming was PrePared He knew

that the bacteia w€re hardy, and so he r€asoned that something must have

destroyed them:

Events of this type do lot nornally baPPen'
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If anyone is in contacl wil

An event of this type has happened.
Therefore, there is sone agent that csus€d lhe event.

Making this inlerence depends on noticing something unusual, a factor that
Holyoak and Nisbett nole in Chapter 3, and it leads to an increase in seman-
tic information: its conclusion rules out more states of affairs than its prem-
is€s do. There are indeed systematic processes of reasoning that lead to such
concfusions, and these processes are indu.tions. The invocation of a causal
agent is an explanatory conjeciure of the sort that the American philosopher
C. S. Peirce (1931) called an "abduction." One cannot get something for
nothing, and the price of trying to expand knowledge, (i.e., increasing se-
mantic infomation) is the possibility that the step is unwarranted. The con-
clusion may be false even though its premises are true. lnduction should
come with a government health warning,

Let us suppose that, under the tutelage of a helpful doctor, you study
some cases of smallpox. You note that each patient had prior contact with
someone suffering from the disease. You reason thus:

Pati.nt A was in contact with a case of smallpox and A has smallpox.
Padenr B was in @ntact with a ese of smallpox ard B has smallpox.

ilererorc, lr anyone is in conlact with a case oI smallpox, he or she is likcly to

The inference is an induction; it goes from a finite oumber of instances to a
conclusion about every member of a class, It is ao example of what Holyoak
and Nisbett refer to as an "instance-based" generalization. The resulting
conjecture about smallpox seems reasonable, but, to borrow an argument
fron Nelson Goodmao (1955), the evidence also supports the following

lf anyoDe is in contacl with a case of smallpox, then until the year 200t he or
she is likely to catch the disease and $ereafter is likcly ro catch measlcs.

Obviously this inference is silly, but why? You might say, "Because we know
tbat diseases no more change their spots than leopards do." But how do we
know that? If you are nol careful, you may reply, "Because all our observa-
t ions supporr (his claim. Alas. al l  our observat iona are equal ly consislent
wirh tbe claim that smallpox will remain smallpox unril the year 2001, when
it will become measles,

One reaction to this problem is to r€ject ioduction alrogether. Sir Karl
Popper (1972) argues that science is based not on induction but on explana-
tory conjectures that are opeD to empirical falsification. And where do con-
jectures come from? Popper says il does not matter; they can com€ from
an}a/here. However, since not all conjectures are equally sensible, and siDc€
many of them appear to be based on systematic processes of thought, the
problem does not go away. Induction cannor be swept under the cognitive
carpet- Its basic operations have indeed been studied in the psychological
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laboratory, ald inductive computer Programs have been implemented n a

variety of forms.
llrirousb inducrion is a way of lryiog to solve a problem il too caD 0e

";";;J*" " problem in its own nght There is a Problem space of Possible-

i"olr.,ir"-.oii".,u*., and the goal is to Dove from the initial state of

toor"l.ae. toih" .o.."ct tnduclive hypothesis ln essence' rr calls for a test_

oo.rui"-i."r..*il (TOTE I procedure of $e sort proposed by Miuer et al

iis6ol. rf u,".t reveals a problem to be solved' such as exPlaining an un-

ir"u"r'"u"r,, an inductive operation leads to a hypothetical explanation A

Jiinur inJitiaua, r,o*ever, will not be satisfied with such a hlpothesis until

iiias wittrstooa empirical testing. [f a test fails, the cycle may continue with

tr.tt "t inJo"tiu" oi"."tions. If the hypothesis withstands testing' it *ill be

acceDted, at leasl p;ovisionally. as the soludon to lhe Problem The concept

oi t.'."nii" info.rnut;on Provides a framework for clariJying ioducnon and'

as we shaU see, it also suggests a general constraint that PeoPle may use m

generating inductive hypotheses

The formulstion of inducliY€ hyPotheses

There are many Potential inductive oPerations, and theit basis can be traced

back to John Siuart Mill's (1847) cadons of induction (see Chapter 4), which

in turn 8o back to Sir Francis Bacon\ (1620/1889) formulation They boil

down to two main ideas First, if positive instances of a phenomenon have

onlv one chamcteristic in common, it may play a crucial role Second, if

Dos-itive and negative instances differ in only one characteristic, it is critical

An inductive conjecture may be remote ftom the iruth because it is not

even based on approPriate notions (e g., "smallPox is a punishment for blas'

Dhemv ). As Schustack points out in ChaPter 4. th€ most difficuk problem

L ,o ia.nt'ty what is relevant This problem is cracked when the relevant

notions are among those available for formulating a hypothesis The hyPorh-

esis should be general enough to include all positive instances of the phe-

nomenon in qu;stion but specific enough to exclude all negative instances

There are accordingly, as Holyoak and Nisbett point out in Chapter 3, two

main ways in whicb an inductive hyPoth€sis may have to be revised On the

one bani, it may be too specific and exclude some positiv€ instances: It must

be seneralized. On the other hand, it may be too general and include some

nee;tive inslances: It must be specialized. Hence, induction calls for both

eeieralizarion and its converse. sPecialiTation
one form of generalizatioo, whi€h Holyoak and Nisbett d€scribe' drops

part of a conjunction. Thus, the coniecture:
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lf anyone is i! contacl with a case of smallpox, he or she is likely to calch the

Another form of generalization adds a disjunction. Thus the previous hy-
pothesis becomes:

lf anyon€ is in contact with a @se of smarlpox o. wilh infectcd clothcs, he or she is
Iikely to calch the disease.

When these changes proceed in the opposite direction, they produce more
specific hypotheses.

There are two outstanding questions. First, whal is the underlying nature
of generalization (and specialization) and, second, how many distinct opera-
tions of generalization (and specialization) are there? Th€ answers to both
questions can be derived from the concept of semantic information.

The greater the number ofpossible states of affairs that a hypothesis elimi,
nates ftom consideratiod, the grcater is its semantic information, General-
ization, which has been defined in several ways in the literature (as Holyoak
and Nisbett remark), cao be analyzed in a simple, uniform way. It is any
operation thal increases the s€mantic infotmation of a hlpothesis by ruling
out at least some additiooal state of affairs. Specialization has the converse
effect; it admits some additional state of affairs. In other words, specializa-
tion is a valid inference but one that reduces semantic information for sood
reason - for example, the step tom:

lf anyone is in cortact witb a @se of smallpox or with infecled clorhcs, he or she is
lik€ly io carch th€ disea!..

to:

If anyone is in contacl wilh a case of smallpox. h. or she is likely to catch tbe

The fact that a specialization is always a valid inference does not mean that
it necessa ly yields a true conclusion; the hypothesis that serves as its prem-
ise may be false. Moreover, even if the conclusion h true, it may be less
than the whole truth. The premise above is a better explanat;on of the cause
of smallpox than is the specialization.

Holyoak and Nisbett observe that there are many possible generalizations
of any hypo$esis. Indeed, unless the hypothesis has a very high semanric
information contert, tbe number of possible generalizations increases expo-
nentially with the number of simple propositions that may be relevaDt to the
formulation of a generalization (see Johnson-Laird, 1986). An important but
unfortunate consequence of this fact is rhal any procedure based on elimi-
nating putative hypotheses will be unable to examine them exhaustively in a
reasonable amouDt of time. There arc so many possible inductioDs tbat one
cannot examine them all.

Although there are many possible generalizations, there is no need for a
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codesponding number of distinct inductive oPeratbru. Consider, for instance,

tie generalization that leads ftom two hypotheses of the form

Ifp and 4, then r,

to one of the form

This operatioD is used in the comPuter model of human inductive reasoning

that Holyoak and Nisbett and their colleagues have devised. But it does not

require a separate operation of its own. Its pr€mises validly imPly

lf p and (4 or '), thetr r

alld the generalization of this coniecture to

l fp,  then 5

is just a caso of dropping Part of a conjunction. In fact, it tums out that only

thrce operations are needed for any generalization in the ordinary Predicat€
calculus (see Johnson-Laird, 1986) The first oPeration consists in conjoining

the negation of the descriPtion of a situation to the original hypothesis. The

second consists in moving froin a finite number of obse ations to a univer'

sal claim, as in the earlier infercnce that contact with smallpox is sufficient

for catching the disease. The third oP€ration, yet to be exploited in aoy

theory of induction or by any inductive progtam (as far as I know), is exem-

plified by th€ steP from:

Any t}?c ol smallPox is curcd by somc drug.

to:

Therc is somc drug thai cures any tyPc of smallpox.

Even though there are only three basic forms of geoeralization, it remains
wholly impracticable to examin€ all their possible uses in 8en€ralizidg a hy_
pothesis. One moral to be drawn ftom lhis obseFation, add fiom Good-
man's argument, which I presented earlier, is that induction cannot be a
matrer of manipulating symbols according to purely formal or syntactic
rules. A hypothesis of a particular form may have one appropriate general_

ization in one domain and quite a different appropriate generalization in
another domain. Another moral, which is drawn by Holyoak and Nisbett as
well, is rhat the search Ior the appropriate gen€ralizatioD (within a vast
problem space) must be constrained in some way. They describe a number of
constraints to which I shall add a further candidate bas€d on semantic
information.

When human beings try to induce a novel hypothesis, they concentnte on
positive €xemplars oI it (s€e the "confirmation" bias refered to ir ChaPter
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4 and Peter Wason's 1977 study of tbe failure to examine disconfirming evi

dence). Thus, they concentrate on the People with smallpox rather- than

healthy individuals. ln such circumstanc€s' it is imporiant not to formulate a

hvDothesis that contains too litde semantic information. For example' m

order to teach you to identify a Particular disease, I show you a Patient who

has a fever, a rapid pulse, and a backache. You should therefor€ hypothe-

size that the disease has the folloqing symptoms: fever, rapid pulse, and

backache. This coniecture contains the largest amount of semantic informa_

tion based directly on the evidence. If I now present a Patient with a fever,

backache, and a r/orv pulse, you will realize at once that your Previous hy-

pothesis eliminat€s too much. You will modify it to the maximally informa-

tive one based on the evidence: f€ver and backache Suppose, ho*ever, that

you had started off with the following conjecture: fever or rapid puls€ or

backache. It fits the facts, but it contains much less semantic information'

Moreover, it remains unaffected by the evidence from the second patient

You will not home in on the real disease from positive exemPlars alone,

because your initial hypolhesis will always accommodate them. Hence,

when you are trying to formulate a hyPothesis from positive instances, you

must advance the most semantically informative hyPothesis based on the

data, It may rul€ out too much, but if so, sooner or later you will encounter

a positive instance that allows you to correct rt

When children develoP tbeir taxonomies of the world, they apPear to be

guided by this principle. Frank Keil (1979) has shown tbat they organize

ih"i. "on""ptt in hierarchies, as in Figure l5.l Overlapping arrangements

lik€ the one in Figure 15.2 are rare and sometimes arise from ambiguities'

Keil derives the children's classifications fuom the pattetn of their answers to

such ouestions as: Does it make s€ns€ to say that a tree is an hour long? A

child may have the following taxonomic rule:

lf somelhing is living, then il k a person

An older child, however, distinguishes two classes:

lf somcthing is livinS, then it is a person or a plant (but not both)

This way of refining a taxonomy suggests that chi)dren are sensitive to se-

mantic information. If a category is to be divided, the division thal creates

the most semantic information is one that yields two mutually exclusive sub-

categories; that is, no entity can belong lo both. PerhaPs it is this semantic
principle rhat leads children to avoid overlapPing taxonomres

Xtrowledg€ as ! consfeint on inductive thinking

Some ibeorists, norably the lin$risl Noam Chomsky (1S80) have suggesled

that there may be no general inductive Procedures, only sPecific Prccedures
based on innate knowledge of Particular domains Tte claim is debatable'
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the string breaks, and an object on which no forccs are exerted moves uni-
formly in a straight line (or remains in a state of rest).

Xnowledge of the variability of instances is critical when people make an
inductive generalization. As Holyoak and Nisbett report in Chapter 3, a
single exemplar suffces for most of us to conclude that a mre element con-
ducts electricity, but a single instance of an obese member of an exotic tribe
leads to no generalization. We know that people's properties vary much
more widely than those of a chemical element.

A full grasp of variation calls for knowledge of the theory of probability.
The theory is so difrerent from its intuitive precursors that at least one com-
mentator, Ian Hacking (1975), has remarked that anyone who bad played
dice in anci€nt times armed with the modern calculus of probabilities would
soon have won the whole of Gaul. Numerous studies have shown that peo-
ple make egregious erro$ of judgment because of their ignorance of the
workings of probability (see Chapter 6). The burden of these findings is that
the errors of the naive are reproduced at a sophisticated level by the ex-
perts, Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman have proposed aD account of
the phenomena, which assumes that people use various heuristics (rules of
tbumb) in order to estimate the probabilities of events and that they are
particularly affected by the relative availability of information and by its
seeming representativeness (see Chapter 6). Tversky and Kahneman's
(1973) explanation dovetails neatly with the account of reasoning by mental
models. They write:

Some ev€nts are perccived as so uniquc lhat pasi history does nor seem retevanr lo
the cvalualion of thcir likelihood. ln thinking of such events w€ often consrrucr rce-
@zbs. i... slori.s rhar lead from lhe presenr sirualion ro rhe Lar8er evenr. The ptau.
sibiliry of rhe sc€narios rhar come ro iind. or rh€ drfficulty of pioducrng them,ihen
sene as a clue to the likelihood of the event. It no reasonable sccnario comes to
mind, the event is deemed inpossible or highly unlikely. If many sc€narios come to
mind, or if thc one scenario that comcs to mind is panicularly compelling, th€ evcnt
in quesnon .ppears probable. (p. 229)

Conceptr rnd theori€s

A baby girl at 16 months hears the word s,ow used to refer to snow. Over
the next months, as Melissa Bowerman (197?) has obsefled, the infant uses
the word to refer to snow, the wbite tail of a horse, the white pan of a toy
boat, a white flannel bed pad, and a puddle of milk on the floor- She is
forming the jmpression that rnow refers to things that are white or ro hori-
zontal areas of whiteness, and she wiU gradually refine her concept so that it
tallies with the adult one. The underlying procedure is inductive. We all
continue to make inductions throughout our lives as we form impressions
about classes of people, events, and the meanings of expressions.

Psychologists have oft€n studied induction iD rerms of the means by which
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people acquire concePts Fouowing Mill and oth€r Empidcist Philosophers,

ihev assurned until recently that a process of abstraction drops idiosyncratic

details tbat differ fiom one exemplar to another and leaves behind or y

what they hold in common. But as Smith emphasizes in Chapter 2' tlus

classical view of concePts does not hold for all concepts Kenneth Smoke

had thrs worty in the 1930s: "As one leams more about dogs, his concept of
'doq' becomes increasingly rich, not a closer aPProximation to some bare
'elelment' . . . . No leamer of'dog' ever found a'common elemenf running

throuqh the stimulus patlerns througb which he leamed (Smoke l932)

EvJryday conceprs are not isolated. indePendelll eolitiesl they are related

to one anoiher. This idea goes back to the rtfactxlaltrm of the Swiss linguist

Ferdinand de Saussure (1960). The percePtual boundaries of entities are set,

in part, by lhe taxonomy in which they occur' whether something is peF

ceived as a dog depends on its slmilarity to typical dogs. typicalcats. tyPical

wolves, and so otr. Granted the complex structures of certain domains, much

of the development of kDowledge, as Smith, Sera, aDd Gattuso argue in

Chaoter 13. d;pends on creating menlal rePresentations from which the ap-

orooriate relatitos among concepts can be recovered lt is natural to assume

ihai these relations are lepresented exPlicitly, but this assumPtion should

not b€ taken for granted. One of the interesting features of the curtent work

on parallel distributed Processing is that relations among concepts may nol

be explicitly represenred at all, but may merely be an emergent ptoPerty of an

imolicit reoresentation that is distributed over many parallel processors (see

Rumelhari, Smolensky, & Mccle and, 1986)

Anelogy

LyiDg behind the percePtual chancteristics of concePts are schemata lhal

relat; form to function; and lying behind such schemata is a conc€ptuai

cole - some kind of everyday 'theory," that plays a role in the ordinary use

of language that is analogous to the role of theories in scientific discource

(Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976, Sec 4 4.4).. The development of a theory,

however, may call for the discovery of the relevanc€ of certain oew ideas, or

new combinations of €xisting concepts (see Smith's description of sone of

the principles governiDg conceptual combinations in Chapter 2). It is seldom

mer;ly a question oI making inductive g€neralizations based on a given set

of ideas.
New ideas come from mental operatiors (other than induction) that lead to

an increase in semantic information- One such source is analogical think"

ing. When you realize that a problem (the target domain) is analogous to

another more familiar toPic (the source domain), you may be able to imPort

new ideas into the targ€t domain from the source domain; see' for example,

Holyoak and Nisbett's account of the way an analogy can help you to solve
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the celebrated X-ray problcm. Thus, analogics arc impoflant because thcy
can provide the novel ideas necessary for the development of a new theory.
(Generalizalion and specialization work only if tbe relevant ideas are al-
ready available.)
' 

Could there be a purely formal theory of analogy? The answer appears to
be negative for the same sort of reasons that formal theories of induction are
impossible. Consider, for example, Rutherford's elucidation of tlle structure
of an atom by analogy to the solar system. As Dedre Centner (1983) has
pointed ont, this analogy maps th€ sun onto the nucleus of the atom and
maps the planets onto the eleclrons. The properties of the sun, such as its
color, are dropped, but the higher-order semantic relations are carried over-
The sun's attraction of the planets causes them to revolve around it. Hence,
it is inferred thal the nucleust attraction of the electrcns causes them to
.evolve arcund it. lf you ask people in what way a clock h analogous to the
solar system, from my anecdotal obsewations, they are likely to respond:
"Both involve a revolution: the hands of lhe clock go round just as the
planets go round the sun." This answer and Rutherford's analogy depend on
mappings from the same objects in the source domain:

Atom target
nucleus
electrons + Flanets + hands

A purely formal theory *ould therefore lead to the tEnsfer of the same
information in botb analogies. But unlike the case of atomic structure, the
causal relation should no! be cafiied over in th€ analogy with clocks: "The

cenler's attraction of the hands causes them to revolve arouDd it." This con-
clusion is obviously false, but matters of fact are precisely what formal theo-
ries must nor depend on. Current theories of analogy accordingly rely on
semantics and matten of fact (see the lheories discussed in Chapters 3 and
10). Once again, knowledge is at tbe heart of the matter.

Cre8tivity

lnnovations in science and art often arise as a result of analogical thinking
Gee Hesse, 1966). Such analogies, however, call for genuinely creative
thought. David Perkins argues in Chapter 11 that creativily calls for results
that are both origiDal and appropriate. I have similarly suggested that an act
of creation lelds a product that is novel (at least for the iDdividual who
created it) and that saiisfies some existing criteria or constraints: One cre-
ates pictures, poems, stories, sonatas, theories, principles, games, and so
on, and an''thing that lies outside the criteda of aDy domain is likely to be
deemed uncatego.izable rather than deative (Johnson-Laird, in press). Of
course, the process does not occur in a vacuum; one cannot construct new
ideas out of nothing. Tbere must be mental elements that already exist -

Source Clock target
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conceph, images, principles, and so forth - that provide the law materials

for the process and the coDstraints oo it. Yet there ate new things under the
suD; a combinatioo, or modification, of existing el€m€nts can indeed be
novel. Higjty original works of art and science are constnrcted out of exist-
ing languages, such as English and mathematics. The criteria that I have
ref€rred to are not necessarily the sorts of explicit princiPles that are found
in theoretical treatis€s on aesthetics and scientific metlod. They are any
principles that an individual uses i.r| order to constnin the processes by
which el€ments are combined, modified, or refined witbin a particular do-
main. Most critena will probably b€ implicit Principles that are not available
to introspection. Some of them may be common io many creators; they
specify the Senre or paradigm. Others may be uniqu€ to individuals; they
constitute the idiosyncracies of individual style within the genre ot para-
digm. ln short, the criteria are constraints on the mental operations avail-
able to the creator.

Unlike a reasoning problem, there is no clear and explicit starting poiDt in
the problem space for an act of creation. The creator Possesses only the
c teria of the domain, and although tbey place constraints on what can be
created within thal domain, they still allow an indefinite number of possibili-

ties. If the criteria allowed only one possible continuation at €ach step in
grappling with the task, !h€ process would be t vial. There would be no
choic€ about what to do nex!- Since creators almost always have a choice oI
continuations, it follows thal the mechaDisims of creation musl be treated as
nondeterministic.

This account is the beginning of a theory of creativity at the computa-
lional level. It tells us what a creative process has to do, namely, i! must
start with a set of criteria and make nondeterministic choices amoog the
options they offer. Given these foundations, a striking conclusion can be de'
rived: Only three general classes of procedure are capable of creativity
These classes have nothing to do with the details of creative mechanisms,
though they place consttaints on them, but rather concern the overall archi-
aecture of tbe creative process. They are as follows:

l �

l .

Neo-Dar|9inian prccedures.'fhey make arbilrary combioations of or
changes iI existing elenenrs so as to generate a vasl number of pulative
Droducts Thev rhen cxDloit lhe crneria of the domain to as to filter out
ihose producri rhdt are noL viable. some theonsts have argued that such
p'ocedures are $e only mechatism for creariviry (€.9.. Skinner. 1q5l).
Neo.Lomarckian prcedurct. They form iDtial cohbinarion\ of or chanses
in existirg €lemenls under the ihn€diatc guidance of the criteria of the
domain- If a choice between equally viable alternatives arises, it is 6ade
arbiranly. The cboic€ has to be arbitrary, since by definilion all lh€ avail-
able criteria of the domain atc used in thc initial 8€Deration ol ideas.
Muti:tage prccedures.'I\ey make use of som€ crileria in the inilial genera'
tiv€ slage; they then use other criteria as filleB. This procedure is perhaps
th€ore rhal Perkins has in mind *hen he suggests thal oeativity is a pro'
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cess ol search and slection. Choices belween equally viable altetnatives
may a.rise. Once asain, cenain ol these choices must be made arbitrarily,
since tbe completc set of crileria does not pinpoint a single unique product.

The mental criteria that a creator exploits can obviously differ in terms of
their compleieness. For certain domains, t}le criteria are complete. That is
to say, the creator has sufncient criteria to guarantee that the result of the
creative pro€ess will be at least viable. Completeness is thus a desirable
property for all creation that occu$ extempore, such as rhe making of ani-
facts in media that allow oo second chances and the improvization of music,
dance, poetry, and other forms of an. In such cases, the creator\ mental
operations define a problem space in which all routes lead to at least a
satisfaclory outcome. We can therefore think of the criteria as defining jus!
the sel of feasible routes, and il is natural to suppos€ that the creative proce-
dure in this case will be neo-Lamarckian: a nondeterministic walk through a
problem space that leads only to viable outcomes. Given the limitations of
human processing capacity, the computational power of the procedure is
Iikely to be weak, thal is, to call on the minimal possible memory for the
results of intermediate computalions. I have examined jazz improvization as
a test case of this sort of creativity and shown that it cao be modeled in
computer programs based on such procedures. Musicians improvizing in a
particular genre have a tacit grasp of the criteria of the genre, which they
can use to generate music spontaneously. If their grasp of the criteria is
inadequate, they will produce unacceptable music and fail to find gainful
employment as improvizers.

The creation of a poem, painting, or symphony is usually carried out
*ithin the codventions of an existing genr€. Likewise, the creation of sci-
ence normally occurs within the constraints of ao existing paradigm (Kuhn,
1970). These sorts of creativity nearly always depend on a multistage proce-
dure. Therc is no complete set of criteria that leads only to viable outcomes,
but tbe initiai generative stage can b€ partially constrained by some criteria.
The result, however, almost always calls for further revision or elabomtion,
and this proc€ss may be govemed by criteria that the creator is unable ro
exercise in th€ genemtive stage - we are all better critics than creators. This
division of labor is exemplified by the cases that Perkins discusses. The
problem space contains many routes that fail to terminate iD an accepiable
goal, but the creator is not striving to achieve a single unique goal; there are
maDy acceptable goals,

In fact, the notion of problem spaces containiDg goals a priori is often
merely a convenjent fiction for creatioo. Unlike conventional problem solv-
ing, tbe process may not be goal driven in any realistic sense. Crealors can
stan off with no very clear goal. They make a sequence of choices on the
basis of often tacit citeria. They may not recognize their goal uotil after
they have achieved it, or they may fail to achieve any worthwhile resulr.
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However, a multistage proccdure can call for consrdcrablc computltlonal
power, that is, memory for the iotermedirtc results of computations. Thus,
th€ creation of tonal cbord sequences of the sort used in most Westem
music evidently calls for a considerable use of such memory (see, e.9.,
Johnson-Laird, in press; Steedman, 1982). Writing or a notation of some
so , of cource, relieves the creator of the actual burden of r€menbering
intermediate results, and in certain forms of art, such as sculpture and
painting, the work itself provides such a rccord.

In the case of a major innovation in art or sci€nce, ihe.e are grounds for
doubting whether there could ever exist criteria tbat always guarantee a suc-
cessful outcome, On the one hand. there are too few instances of revolu-
tions within a particular domain. On the otbet hand, it is hard to see what
different innovations could possibly have in common. What criteria are com-
mon, for example, to both the invention of perspective and the invention of
Cubism? What criteria are common to both the transition in physics to
Newtoniao mechanics and the transition to the special iheory of relativity?
By criteria here, I have in mind kDowledge that would be effective in reduc-
ing the prccesses required to generate a/l successful revolutions *ithin a
particular domaio. lndeed, it hardly has to b€ said that even the best of
innovators may try out many bad ideas before discovering a good one.

Let us consider the invention of a profound analogy as a special case of
rhis sort of creativity. By definition, the analogy does not depend on preex-
isting rules that establish mappings between the source and target domains.
The innovation depends on lhe invention of such mappiDgs. Establishing a
mapping is a process that resembles the construction of a complex proposi-
tion that links an element in one domain witb an element in the other. We
cao think of all domains of knowl€dge as constituting a vast epistemic space,
which embraces knowledge of the solar system, of atoms, of waves, of
clocks, of clouds, and so on. The task of creating a profound analogy con-
sists initia y in constructing a mapping from one domain to another. The
more distant tbe two domains are from one another (before the construction
of the analogy) the larg€r is the number of domains that might serve as the
source, and the longer is th€ chain of links that will have to be establisbed to
form the mappiDg. Granled that at each point in the construction of a chain
there are seveml possible continuations, the mapping is like the construction
of a novel senteDce - a sentence that capturcs the content of the mapping.
Plainly, the number of possible sentences increases exponentially with the
length of the sentence; and it soon ceases to be feasible to explore all possi-
ble mappings.

There arc computer programs tbat have prcduced novel proofs of tbeo-
rems, interesting mathematical conjectu.es, rediscovedes of scientific laws,
and works of art (s€e Chapter 11). Their success depends on their operating
in highly constmined domains, using a neo-Lamarckian procedure or assis-
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taDce from the user (or both). Even a neo-Darwinian procedure will work if'

like nature, one is prepared to use it over ard over again in a cumulative

way in billions of exPeriments every year for a period €xtending over mil-

to;s of years and to countenance a high proPortion of failures. The point of

my argument is that there can be no feasible ptog]tam that 1s guaranteed to

make Drofound discoveries routinely by using analogies or any other Procedure'
How, then, do lhose few excePdonal individuals. whom we recognize as

geniuses, succeed in making innovations? Is lh€re perhaPs some mental

iommodity, or "potency" to use Perkinst term, that leads to success - a

higher degree of intelligence, a larger working memory' a more npidly

fu;ctioning brain, a larger nurnber of associative connections, a higher de_

gree of motivation, or an infinite caPacity for taking pains? I susPect not'

i14rat evidence there is suggests that creativity is nol melely a matter of

some such property being enhanced; there are many highly intelligent and

dedicated individuals (by any measure) who lack the spark oforiginality My

conjecture is that Seniuses have mastered more constraints, but they have

rheir knowledge in a form that can dir.ctly govero the g€neraliv€ stage of

creation. Knowledge is the key - in this case knowledge of the sPecific do_

main, since, as I have argued, there are not likely to be any general criteria

for innovation. But knowledge alonc is not enough. To retum to the infer_

ence about the murder in the cioema, everyone recognizes the ingenuity of

the solution that the susPect used a Posthypnotic suggestion that the victim

stab himself. Yet very few People succeed in thinking of this solution for

themsetves. Conscious cnlical knowledge. which is relatively easy lo acquire

(and for educators lo lesll, is impolenr when it comes to the unconscious

generation of ideas.
How knowledgc comes to work in the generative stage of creativity is

perhaps the most important myslery confronting students of thinking One

conjecture is tbat it does so only as a result of an individual\ attemPts to

creat". Tlre only way ro learn to be creative is by trying to create lf there is

any truth in this conjecture, the Pedagogical moral is that the best method of

foster ing creat iv i ly may be to encourage chi ldren lo aRempl lo create with-

in a panicular domain as soon as lhey have acquired the rudiments oftechnique'

Free *iU, self-ren€cfion, and meiacognition

I have now discussed several tyPes oJ thought ls there aDy other sot?

Tbere is indeed one very important additional mechanism A salient ele-

ment of our conscious experience is self-reflection We have the capacity to

reflect upon what w€ are doing - our own process of thought becomes itself

an object of ihought at a higher level - and as a result of this selJ-reflection

we may modify our performance. For example' if you are having some suc-

cess in solving pioblems of a Particular class but then you are stumped by a
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certain problem, you can ask yourself: "What was I doing when I succeeded

with the earljer problems?" Or, to take an example ftom Chapter 5, if a
probiem reminds you of some otler domain, you may say to yourself: "I

should try to draw aD analogy here." Such thoughts are based on your abil'
ity to scrutinize your own performance, that is, to laise you$elf up one level
to become a spectator of your own thoughts and behavior. This Procedure
may help you to refomulate ho\r, you should Proceed at the lower level of
actual pedormance,

You cannot inspect your own thought Processes in complete detail lf you

could, there would hardly be any need for books on the psycholo8y of think-
ing. What you have access to is somethirig llke ^ model of your own
abilities - all incomplete and perhaps Partially erroneous representation of
their major features (see Johnson-Laird, 1983, chap. 16). This ability of the
mind to inspect models of its own performance and then in turn to use these
models in thinking is the basis of all th€ so-called metacognitive skills that
you possess. This account is one *ay in which Sternberg's idea of "meta-

components" can be explicated (see Chapter 10) Henc€ you can thint about
how you remember things and take remedial stePs to imptove your memory
(see Chapter 13 for some observations of the develoPment of this ability in
childhood). You can think about how you gel on with PeoPle and wotk out
a strategy for coping with difficult social situatioos. But s€lf'reflection does
not stop here. It, too, can be the object of itself: you can think about your

own metacognitive thoughts. When you start to think aboul how you ordi-
narily d€al with problems of a certain sort, you may realize what you are

doing and think, "This is one of those Problems that I can tackle by thinking

about the way I have solved similar ptobl€ms in the past, but whenever I use

this ability, I tend to concentrate too much on Previous successes." There

does not app€ar to be any barrier that in Principle prevents you from rcflect-
ing about such thoughts at a still hiShet lev€I.

The ability to reflect at ever higher levels is essential to freedom of

choice. When you follow a plan, you sometimes catry out a "cast iron"

sequence of actions, that is, a deterministic sequence lik€ that which under-
lies calculation. But often you observe the outcomes of your actions and, as
a result, may modify the plan or even on occasion abandon it altogether'
You usually have the freedom to cboose among several oPtions at vadous
points in its execution, particularly if you are engaged in the creative exer'
cise of your imagination.

The concept of freedom that I here invok€ refers to freedom of will - the
propensity that thinkers from Descartes (1637/1911 12) to Dostoyevsky
(1864/1972) invariably cile in order to cast doubt on the feasibility of a
science of the mind. Scientists oflen retort that free wiu is an illusion (e-g.,

Skinner, 1971); yet its existence is entirely compatible with th€ capacity for
self-refl ective thinking.
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Suppose, for instance, that you are conftonted with a choice between Dur_
t ing mi lk or lemon in your tea. Somelimes. tou decide what you wani al_
mosl auromal ical ly and withour rhinking abour i r .  ( l fyou are Richard Fevn_
mann. you may even choose borh milk and lemonl) On othel occasions vou
may he unable to make up your mind. Sooner or larer in lhis case. )ou wi l l
say to yourself, "This is ridiculous; I'll hav€ to choose one of them.,, And
you may then, as a result of this higher-order reflection, make an abitrary
decision. You may even ensure that it is arbitrary by recourse to extern;
means. You may spin a coin or, like the hero ofluke Rhineharl,s novel llrs
Diceman, toss dice.

What gives you free will is the self-reflective abitity ro rhink about ftow
you will make a decision and thus to choose at a metalevel a method of
choice. At the lowest level, you can make a choice withoul rhinkins about it
ar al l .  You iusr pour mi lk inlo your rea or pul a sl ice of lemon inr;  i t :
bvel 0: Pour milk into your l€a.
At the metalevel, you think about what to do and make a decision based.
say, on a simple preference (see Chapter 6)i
L?vel l: By assessing prei.renc.s, you choose from:
Level0: PounnS milk inro your rea.

Puning a slice of temon inlo your rea.
How did you arrive at this method of choice? you did not think about it
consciously. It was a tacitly selected metbod that came to mind as the risht
way lo proceed. Perhaps most choices are made this way. Bur rhe merale;el
method need not be tacitly chosen. you can confrcnt the issue consciously
(at the meta-metalevel). And indeed if you do reflect about the matter. vo;
may assess differenr methods of choice and try ro choose rationallv fiom
among rhem:

l,evel2: Making a ratioral assessment, you choose hom:
Lcvel l: Assessin8 prefercnces l

Taking your spousc,s advicc I to choos€ froml
spirDins a coin I

lf,vcl 0; Pouring milk into your tea J
Purring a slic€ of lenon jnto your tea.

The method of decision at the highest level is, of course, always tacitlv
selected ir  jusr comes ro mind. I f  i t  were chosen consciously.  rheie would
be a still hrgher levet ar wh'ch rhal decision was made. ln theo;y, there need
be no end to lhe hierarchyofdecistons aboul decisionsabout deci ; ions. bul  rhe
business of l i fe demands rhat you do something rather than get losl  in specu_
Iation aboul how to decide what to do. The buck must stoJsomewhere.

We have free-will, nor because we are ignoranl of rhe ioors of maty of
our decisions. \ rhich we certainly are. bur because our models of our\elves
enable us to choose how to choose, and among the range of options are
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those arbitrary m€thods that free us from the constraints of aD ecological
niche or any rational calculation of self-irrreresr.

Intentionrlity and sell.relection

ODce you have decided what to do and how to do it, you can act intention_
ally to try to achieve your goal. The.e arc compurer programs that ate qoal
driven, thal is, that try to achieve a stated goit. Sorn"'"ogniti"" ."i";;i.
have argued rhat these programs have intentions. How"nei it seems mo.e
accurate to say rhat they acr as though rhey had intentions. What is missinr
rrom rnem rs se _knowledge. Ar lhe low€st level (like rhe cornput.r prolgrams), human beings can
kvel 0: Consrruct a model ot a poseibte future nate of aftairs.( omput. wh€t ro do ro rry ro brirS abour lhar nar. of afrairs.

Larry out thts DIa.

Unlike a computer program. human beings nave access to a modet of rhese
aourrres. and moreover lh€y can use it bv:
Ldcl l: Ddemtning shar to do by consutring a moOet of:Lw.rur (onsrrudrnB a modet of a porsibt. fururc srar. of affairs.

LompuunS wnat b do ro rry rc brinS abour rhar sratc of affairs.rarryrnS oul lnrs ptan,

In other words. people know lhal they can acr to try to achteve some soal.
and Oey can use rhis knowledge in delerminjng whar to do.

Once again, as-the theory allows, people k-now thar they can take into
account their self-knowledge in making decisions. They can
Lev.l 2. DerennDe whar ro do by coDsuhing a hodet of:lJvei r: uetdmmc whar ro do b' consutling a modcl of:Lever u: Lonstruct a model of a possibte turure srate of aflarn.(nmpuie whar ro do (o try lo bnng about rhat srale of affain.Larry our rnrs Dlan.
In.other words. people know rhat they know that lhey can act ro trv toacnreve some goat. and rhey can use rhis knowledge in determining what todo. Even this lev€l is-not nec€ssarily the top of th; hierarchy.
. 

Of course..mosr of us recognize thal the road ro hell is paved with rood
1I.1,'11." 

*. Know rhar our havhg a parricutar inienrion. such as roiive
up smokrng, rs not necessarily sufficient to produce the appropriate acti6ns.
In the light of this knowtedge, we sometimes take speiii .i"p. to try toensure an intended outcom€.

,_ T-:"i-r:: 
"1. ,n'l*':s abour somethins. you can be so deeply eDsossed

rn tr rnal you torget a[ about your own condition. But you can O-erceiveyoursetf  as rhinkjng abour a problem _ perhaps as " p^*""r ,o; ; ; ;"_
cogrunv€ step. thrs stare o[ self_awareness is phenomenolopcally disrinct
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from ordinary perception and is perbaps the central riddle of human con-
sciousness. What givcs rise to self-awareness according to the present theory
is the self-reflective mode of processing. Normal perception yields a model
of the wo d; self-awareness depends on the miod constructing a model of
itself constructing the model of the world. You perceive yourself perceiving
the world or cogitating about i(. Once again, the model rep.esenting percep-
tion is a radically incomplete one, but it is sufficient to qeate th€ subjecrive
experience of self-awareness,

Conclusions

I have descdbed a variety of types of basic thinking and above them all a
higher-order type: self-reflection. Sioce we can carry out a calculation in the
midst of a daydream, or daydream in th€ midst of a calculation, rheir names
are merely convenient labels that teflect combinations of underlying distinc-
lions. The taxonomy founded on these distinctions can be summarized in
terms of the following questions:

Does a process of thought have a goal? If not, it is ol the family of asso-
ciative thinking, which includes the genera of dreams aod daydreams. If it
has a goal, it falls into the major family of thinking, which psychologists call
problem solving. Therc are many genera here, and their classificatioD
continues:

Is the thought process deterministic? If it is, obviously it leads to a single
precise goal and constitutes the genus of calculation. If it h not determinis-
tic, then again tbere are many genera, and the classification continues:

ls there an explicit starting point? If not, lhe process is in the family of
creative processes, of which there are three main species (neo-Darwinian,
neo-Lamarckian, and multistage). Ifthere is an explicit starting point, it is in
the family of reasoning processes, and the classification continues:

Does the reasoniDg process increas€ s€mantic information? If so, it is a
species of induction. If not, it is a species of deduction.

Figure 15.3 presents the outlines of this taxonomy, which can obviously be
refined into many subspecies. The taxonomy omits self,reflection (meta-
cognition), which depends on having access to a model of a thought process.
All the genera of problem solving appear ro be potential candidates for self-
reflection. When thinking lacks a goal, however, matters are less clear. lf
you are daydreaming and start to rcflect on the process, you can indeed
influence ils nature. Often, however, your metacognitive rhoughts lead you
to abadon the daydream and to enter into delib€rations about some problem
that emerges ftom it. If you are having a real dream and stan to reflect on
the pmcess, the dream becomes what is sometimes known as "lucid": You
are aware that you are dreaming. Most people find it difficult to i uence
the content of a lucid dream, but they can usually at least decide to wake

A taxonomy of thinkine
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up. The essential point is that metacognilion oflen changes the character of
purely associativ€ thinking. It either introduces a goal or brings it to a halt.
It is hard to be an inoocent witness of one's own thought processes,

Is the taxonomy complete? Perhaps. The underlying distinctions seem to
b€ both fundamental and exhaustive, and they enbrace all lhe vadeties of
thought that have been discussed in this book. A species of thinking that
they failed to encompass would be a major discovery. lt is clear, however,
that thinking in practice may call for combinations of different genera.

The taxonomy derives primarily from an analysis at the computational
level - an analysis in terms ofwhat a thought process iscomputing. The reader
may wonder whether it implies anything about the way thinking is carried out
at the algorjthmic levet. In fact, one theme tbat has emerged in this chapter
is that all the species of thought can be explained on the assumption that
each is guided by knowledge and depends on representations of the world.
There is only one domain - deductive reasoning - inwhich accounts basedon
the formal manipulation of uninterpreted symbols are still pursued by some
rreons$.
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